
Metal World is a truly Italian result of the experience and competence of four founders 
and a group of experts that in 1976 brought to life their ideas: an innovative company, 
specialised in the production of precision tools for the woodworking.

The real winning choice that underlines the success of Metal World is to operate con-
stantly at the side of his customers, anticipate the expectations, understanding the real 
needs and endorsing them, first to all the high quality and the on time service.

The continues search for technological innovation and scientific precision in the rese-
arch of best performances have allowed Metal World to become one of the leaders in 
Europe in producing tools with polycrystalline diamond, an exceptional material that 
delivers high precision.

Thanks to this innovative technology, together with the ability to produce in limited time 
both on demand and on big orders without compromising quality, that Metal World has 
achieved outstanding results.

More over the high know-how on PCD application reached until today, let Metal World 
get inside the industry of aerospace, automotive, form designers and micro-precision 
mechanics.

All tools are fully tested and exceed the most rigours inspections (dimensional tole-
rances, dynamic balancing, concentricity, etc.) to grant the right performance for each 
application.

The current organization delivers also excellent after-sales customer service, such as 
for maintenance, rehabilitation and re-sharpening of tools with polycrystalline diamond. 

Metal World today is an Italian company with an international flavor, with a solid decade 
of experience and a young spirit, guaranteed by the active presence of the second ge-
neration, ready to take the helm to drive MW to new exciting goals.
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